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A B S T R A C T 

Assuming the O(N-l) symmetry for the interaction term in the 

N-body Hamiltonian we find a closed subsystem of equation* descri¬ 

bing the collective motion in a classical way. Within the model, 

the nucleons move along trajectories determined by a one-body ti¬ 

me-dependent harmonic potential depending on the collective varia¬ 

bles. The relation of the equations for the collective motion to 

the system of equations found elsewhere for the second order mo¬ 

ments of the Wigner distribution function is discussed. The prob¬ 

lem of finding stationary solutions to the collective equations of 

motion leads to the cranking model with the selfconsistency rela¬ 

tions depending on the O(N-l) scalar part $f the potential. 



I. Introduction 

The investigation of the nuclear collective motion, which is 

currently a very important field of research, is approached along 

several different lines. 

The first approach springs from the time-dependent Hartree-

Fock theory (TDHF) ana its simplified versions in which a selfcon-

sistent field is approximated by the time dependent (cranked) mean 

field. In particular the cranking model1' is successfully applied 

to study the yrast states of nuclei. 

Important mathematical developments have made it possible to 

arrive in a fully microscopic way at the Hamiltonian of the tsnl-

fied Bohr and Mottelson (Ref.3,V. II). An elegant theory of gene¬ 

ralized hyperspherical wave functions (GHSF)4 is formulated using 

an original set of the many-body coordinates?"7 

Other microscopic approaches based on the concept of dynamical 

groups Gdyn have been developed very intensivelyf"13 At the top of 

the considered group dynamical models there is the SP(6,R) model 

introduced by Rosensteel and Roue.~ In the work by Vanagas at 

aJ ' the formulation of the nuclear dynamics is approached wi¬ 

thin the context of an exact or approximate symmetry of the many-

body HamlEtonian. In this work the O(N-l) invariant model appears 

as a model with restricted dynamics. The geometrical approach to 

this model has been developed in the papers by Kramer*3 

During the last two decades important progress has been achie¬ 

ved using the concept of the nuclear fluid, whose dynamics could be 

described in terms of the Wlgner distribution function14 or of the 



quantities related to it?5"19 This approach is closely related to 

the TDHF. Due to these investigations the nuclear hydrodynamic mo¬ 

del has been transformed into the Fermi-liquid droplet model 

(FLDM) by taking into account the distortions of the nuclear Fermi 

surface accompanying the collective flow. 

All the approaches have their merits and their drawbacks. The 

group-theoretical formulation is very transparent mathematically, 

which is very important in formulating the quantum theory of nuc¬ 

lei free from ad-hoc assumptions typical of the TDHF approach. The 

latter approach offers a possibility to use the physical intuition 

and is, in fact, quite effective in digesting the wealth of recent 

experimental data. 

By now it has became clear that the direct application of 

either of the approaches demands a great computing power to obtain 

physical results. The FLDM meets with difficulties when the rest¬ 

rictions arising from the antisymmetry of the wave-functions beco¬ 

me important. The algebraical approach demands further develop¬ 

ment, especially in studying the collective motion which is not 

related to the evolution of the inertia tensor. 

The aim of this paper is to study relations between the fully 

microscopic theory9"13'20"23 built on the group SP(6,R)xQ(N-l) and 

the theories based on the concept of the tioe-dependent mean 

field. 

In Section II the Hamilton!an and the equations of the motion 

are presented in terms of the Zlckendraht-Dzyublik-Flllppov coor¬ 

dinates. In essence, this section has an introductory character 

summarizing the formalism needed for the subsequent parts. Howe-



ver, the analyses oi the phase-space corresponding to this parame-

triza'ion and of the Poisson bracket structure of observables is 

given here in a more complete way than elsewhere. This allows us 

to write the complete system of the dynamical equations. 

In Section III the classical equations of the motion for the 

O(N-l) invariant model are examined. The correspondence is estab¬ 

lished between the collective motion of a nucleus and of a droplet 

of г classical liquid. It is shown that the intrinsic motion is 

governed the one-body time-depencient harmonic field. 

In Section IV the group-theoretical structure of the collecti¬ 

ve space is studied and the relations between the collective and 

the intrinsic coordinates are discussed. 

In Section V the SP(6,R)-dynamics is compared with the dyna¬ 

mics of an ellipsoidal Fermi-liquid droplet (FLD). 

In Section VI the stationary solutions of the classical equa¬ 

tions of the collective motion are examined. The single-particle 

motion corresponding to such solutions is compared with the motion 

of partie las in the cranked harmonic oscillator model (СНОМ). The 

selfconsistency conditions of the nuclear СНОМ are discussed. 

In Section VII the material of the paper is reviewed in the 

light of future applications. Some additional formalism necessary 

for the understanding of the paper is given in the three Appendi¬ 

ces. The »ost important original results are presented under the 

паве of Propositions. 



II. The Hamiltonian and the equations of notion in the overcom-

plete system of coordinates. 

The leading role of the quadrupole (ellipsoidal) deformation 

in determining nuclear structure is well established? One expects 

that the main axes of the inertia tensor in heavy nuclei do not 

change much due to quantum effects. For this reason, we start vith 

the introduction of a coordinate system in which the components of 

the nuclear inertia tensor play the role of collective coordina¬ 

tes, and we proceed to study the nuclear motion within the concept 

of the classical mechanics. This is achieved considering the sys¬ 

tem oi the Zlckendraht-Dzyublik-Filippov coordinates " *9 which we 

use to introduce the overconplete parametrization of the elements 

of the 6N-dimenslonal phase space including the coordinates x and 

the momenta p of N nucleons (k«l,2 N). We have: 

The coordinates on the r.h. s. satisfy the conditions: 

I *>xA« - *XY ' £ *Xk - 0 . I Xxk*yk « a„ , (2.2a,b.c) 
k*l k=l k*l 

Using the projection matrices: 

{ 2- 3 c > d ) 



we decompose the momentum space into three orthogonal subspaces: 

P = Pc"+ Pcoll
+ Plntr, (2.4a) 

«к а оск «к 

It is convenient to parametrize the terms in eq.(2.4a) as fol¬ 

lows9: 

(2.4b) 

Yl*X> X T 

For the last tern in eq.(2.4a) we propose the form: 

The overcomplete system of the momenta {ж . } in eq.(2.4d) 

obeys the following linear relations: 

a > 
I «Xk - 0 , l *хыжп ' ° * (2.5a.b) 

which we immediately obtain noticing that: 

I Г -0, I *v f* * 0. for X-A.B.C; k»l N. 
n n 

Equations (2.1,2.4a-d) allow the inverse transformation: 

i * " 
Xa " i ^ xok ' Pa * ̂  pak ' (2.6a.b) 

E Qep^jp " ̂ ж в ' f o r X"A'B»C» (2.6c) 

* • T Г *' x , for x»A,B,C, (2.6d) 
x a 



Px - E ЮхвЯхкРок ' f o r 

а, к 

x,y,a,k 

E E E вСХ Xf У # к 

AB С *Г *• CXY X Yk ХвГвк X, Y,a,k 

«X. 

In 

X 
an 

- E E E *C„C 
X.Y.k 

' xa,n x a " "^ 

above equations 

» x - X a . 

\ /Xy} 

• 

XYkPXk ' cycl A,B.C. 

for x«A,B,C. 

(2.7c) 

(2.7d) 

(2.8a) 

are the coordinates of the n-th particle In the center of mass 

frame and the inertia tensor, respectively. 

The matrix Z) depends on the three Euler angles в- ,0 ,в and 

describes the S0(3) transformation from the laboratory (i-frame) 

to the body frame (b-frame) of reference, the latter being defin¬ 

ed as the frame where the matrix of the Inertia tensor (2.8b) is 

diagonal: Qb-dlag(X*.**,X*). The quantities \.\.AC characterize 

the size and the quadrupole deformation of the system. Here we as¬ 

sume that \>*B>*C> then the matrix Vie) Is determined up to the 

transformations of the group D of rotations trough the angle x 

around the principal axes of the inertia tensor. 

The quantity Ł Is the angular momentum. We call tbe quantity J 



the vortex spin vector. This quantity appears in the Rlemanr. equa¬ 

tions of the classical gravitating liquid droplet?*'25 In the mic¬ 

roscopic theory it is introduced In several papers.' ' 

Throughout the paper we use the characters а.Э.у for the indi¬ 

ces of the S0(3) tensors In the i-frame, and A.B.C for their indi¬ 

ces in the to-frame. When convenient, we use pseudovectors instead 

of antisymmetric tensors and the SUM convention for the repeated 

indices; e. g. we write F Це F . 
A 2 ABC ВС 

The conditions (2.2a-c) are valid both in the classical and 

in the quantum mechanics. The quantum analogue of (2. 5b) is obvio¬ 

us: 

З Л Л У 0 ' for X,Y=A,B.C. 

The momenta *(f ,ę f> ) have been defined in eq.(2. 
1 Э 3M~6 Y* 

7d) and J .Jj.J- are the differential operators with respect to 

the factor space M=0{N-4)\0(N-l) which can be parametrized by the 

angles • , ę ,..., « _ representing the intrinsic degrees of 

freedom. One can also think of the quantities $ *{Я ,Я .R ), 

* =(e ,я ,* ), and J as the functions of 6N-18 Independent со-
ж Ак Bk Ck 

ordinates and momenta defined so that the relations (2.2a-c, 2.5 

a,b) are satisfied identically. 

In the following we use extensively the bracket notation {a, 

b>. The latter can be understood either in the classical sense as 

the Polsson bracket, or quantum mechanically as the commutator 

times the factor (ih)Tl 

Proposition (2.1) The canonical Polsson bracket relations 



hold if and only if the following relations are satisfied: 

{IT ,Ж } = -f J + (R ж -К ж ) , (2.9a) 

{* ,X } = - S f , (2.9b) 

and26 

U * ' V = -е*вЛ ' (2-10al 

<LA-LB> = -e*BcLc • < L *' D B«> = Л в Л а • ( 2 1 0 b ' c ) 

UA . Р в } = а д в . (2.10d) 

« « • V " * « P - (2-u) 
and all the other omitted brackets {...} are equal to zero. 

The canonical relations follow iuediately from the system 

(2.9a-2.11). In arriving at (2.9a-d) (*) we use the expressions 

presented below in eq.(4.9) and the well known Poisson bracket re¬ 

lation for the j generators of the so(K-l) algebra. The expres-
•o 

sions on the l.h. s. of the conditions (2.2a,b,c) and (2.5a, b) are 

elementary invariants for the Poisson structure (2.9a-2.11). This 

means that our constraints are consistent with it. 

In the new coordinates the Hamiltonian of the N-body system 

has the form: 

H . - L ?•? + T' I b + T r o t
 + T I n t r • U , (2.12) 

where 

10 



я 2 

Т у 1 Ь = - l £ P * . T l n t r - Е Е - § 5 , (2.13a.b) 
л В 8 • к \ 

} • « • " • 
The potential U contains the part V which Is a scalar with 

respect to the O(N-l) group and the tensor part U *"": 

U = U°(A ,A ,A ) + U t e n"U A A,;X(f)). (2.15) 
A B C A B C 

In principle both teras here say be calculated once the par¬ 

ticle-particle interaction is known. The O(N-l) scalar potential 

has been calculated for the central nucleon-nucleon interaction 

in ref.28. The role of the tensor two-body intereactlon in foreing 

the generalization of U on the collective SO(3) tensor potential 

is examined in ref.29. 

Describing the notion in a classical way we Introduce the pse¬ 

udovector of the frequency of rotation £$ and another pseudovector 

t which is called the vortex velocity*'26 

c 1 1 f < * * a A 1 [ Lc 1 (2 16) 
c J ,1X1 - A^) 2 [ 2АдАв (A2+A2)J[ JQ J 

We introduce also the symmetric tensor: 

Y*B 

which we call the Fermi-energy tensor, and also the tensor: 



Proposition (2.1) Using the Poisson bracket relations one 

finds the following system of equations: 

j ?% - 0 , for x*A,B.C. (2.19a) 

for x*A,B,C, (2.19b) 

E с Г Вг С Л«Л + *BY
nr3 = ° • f o r x=A.B.C, (2.19c) 

в i с 

I схвс QB Lc « 0 . for X-A.B.C, (2,19d) 
В, С 

• Z eXBC QB » c a - 0 • for X-A.B.C, (2.19g) 
В f С 

Ti Pa ' *u~ ° ' ««1.2.3. 

Three frequencies и appearing in eq.(2.19b) are defined as 

follows: 

"I " -Г? * °B+ °c+ Лв+ Ac- 2 (V\ ) 0» A. 
- 2(A /A IDA , cycl A,B.C. (2.20) 

В А С С 

12 



The r.h.s. of eqs.(2.19e,f) contains the SO(N-l) tensorlal 

part of the interaction. It is calculated using the formula: 

v 

The equations for the center of mass motion (eq. (2.19h, D ) and 

the time dependence of the Euler angles describing the orientation 

of the main axes of the nuclear inertia tensor in the space (see 

eq. (2.19gl) are separated from the remaining equations. Of cour¬ 

se, the energy and the total angular momentum L *L +L +L are also 

the integrals of motion and the system of equations may be reduced 

by two more equations (four equations in the case L*0). 

III. The SP(6,R) classical collective dynamics. 

The drastic reduction of the system of dynamic equations takes 

place when the O(N-l) tensorial part of the interaction vanishes 

(Ut#n*«0). The rest of the paper is devoted to this particular 

case: to the O(N-l) invariant model of the nucleus. 

Proposition (3.1) When Ut"**«0, the time derivative of ТГ 

(see eq.(2.17)) satisfies the equations: 

• 
0. X.Y-A.B.C. (3.1) 

The equations (3.1) are obtained using eq.(2.19f). The latter 

and eq.(2.19a-d) form a closed set of differential equations (see 

also eq.(2.16) relating Q and A with Ł and J). 

13 



The closure of the subsystem of equations for eighteen varia¬ 

bles V px' Lx'"V Yw (X.Y-A.B.C) follows immediately fro» the Po-

isson bracket relations. Indeed, all the terms of the O(N-l) inva¬ 

riant Hamiltonian are formed from the above mentioned variables, 

and the relations: 

< YXY' YZS> ' -JxzYrs: JXS YZY- JrzYxs" JvsY,z 

together with the eqs.(2.Юа-d) close their Poisson algebra. 

Formally, eq.(3.1) admits the trivial solution: T-O. Then, fif¬ 

teen equations (2.19a-d,g) become equivalent with the Rieaann 

equations of the motion of the Dlrichlet Liquid Droplet (DLD). The 

dynamics of DLD was studied for more than a century by the great 

mathematlclants (see ref.24,25). 

In the general case the structure of the collective space may 

be revealed in the following way. Let us denote by p -the matrix of 

coordinates of the 6N-6 dimensional phase spare of the relative 

Jacobi motion 

f ' x - V x l (3.5) 

a k o k eaTVk l H (3.6) 

where Я1 i s the orthogonal matrix of the Jacobi transformation 

14 



(*J «l/vfi for *•!, ...N). Let us also define the collective ten¬ 

sor: 

C(p) }. where К « { У " " } . (3.7) 

The elements of C(p) are the Poisson generators of the SP(6,R) 
group: 

s«3 •peV'fcW- H*\^kV'VWxL«* (38a-b) 

It is easy to expand these generators in terms of {qco }= <X ,p , 
Lx" JX* YXY* (S)> (see alS0 ^P**7*"* A ln ref.22). 

For the group SP(6,R) there exists a rich structure of sub¬ 
groups leading to physically Interesting models?6'27'30"37 Espe¬ 
cially important is the semisimple group GCM(3) with the Lie alge¬ 
bra spanned by 15 elements <O,S,L} constituing the dynamical alge¬ 
bra of the DID. This allows to render the quantum-mechanical form 
to the OLD model and to study its place in the microscopic nuclear 
theory. ' Or.e gets an another model based on the group 

SP(4,R) once get reducing the particle motion to one pla-

ne35,36 j^e two-dimensional dynamics leads to great simplification 
In the structure of the collective space. In Appendix A we show 
that four variables YAA»V

AB»Y
BB'J

C
 can be expanded in terms of the 

generators of the u(2) algebra. 

The evolution of the system in the phase space is determined 
by the action of the SP(6,R) group. We have13: 

IS 



p(t) - 5(t)p(0), C(t)« Adg(t)C(O), Ad^(X)« 5X5"*. (3.9a,b,c) 

where 5(t) is the 6-dimenslonal symplectic matrix: 

SP(6,R)« | 5«£L(6,R); K5IC"1- Ł5"4 . 

It is convenient to factorize the matrix 5(t) as follows: 

(3.10) 
D 

where the six-dimensional block-diagonal matrix D(0(t))»2He(t))» 

2)(6(t)) determines the transforuat i on of p to the b-frame: 

p-w=E(e(t))p. (3.11) 
b 

The matrix 5 (t) describes the evolution of the system in the 
b 

b-frame: 

p (t) = 9 it)-p (0), (3.12) 
b Ь Ь 

Proposition (3.2). The matrix & (t) obeys the equation: 
ъ 

SU) -Sit)'1 * H (q(t)coU) , (3.13) 
b Ь Ь 

where H takes the form: 
b 

H (q(t)*°n) 
b 

• 

In eq.(3.14) the matrix U is defined as follows: 
b 

X=A,B,C. 



while Q is the angular velocity tensor: 5 » i>(e)-4>(e). ь ь 

Proof: Denoting K'*XXJ we express the elements of the pfa using 

the equations (2.1,2.2,2.16): 

* « - Xx*x k ' ( 3 1 6 a } 

pb * Х"1(ж-Я'1) + m j; (X /A « -Q + H A " )x , (3.16b) 
у 

for X'A.B,C, k*l,2,... ,N-1. Then applying the equations of motion 

(2.19a-f) we arrive, after some rather long but elementary calcu¬ 

lations, at the following expression: 

d/dt(p ) « H (qcołl(t))pw (3.17) 
b b b 

which Immediately leads to Proposition(3,2). 

The Proposition(3.2) says: the O(N-l) invariant classical 

system is dynamically equivalent to the system of Independent 

particles moving in the local time dependent harmonic field. The 

evolution of this field is described by the closed subsystem of 

equations of motion for the collective variables {qco }. 

Indeed, let us consider the f-frame p * 2)(a(t))p and let the 

particles move In the time dependent (translational invariant) 

single-particle field: 

U*ff • I U(t)yy(xJk)2. (3.18) 

We also assume that the Ь-frame and the /-frame coincide: 

e(t)j« e(t)s , for i«1.2,3 (3.19a,b.c) 

ttotYc\ik& tt&t tb№ transformation-generating function has the form: 

17 



« n * o P * n (3.20] 
a, A, n 

we obtain the time dependent Ruthian function R(p ;t): 

R(pf;t)« H(p(pf))-3S(p(pf).t)/8t - i trace(«b(t)-C(pf))« 

- l П-'^+г^Шх^уг - 3f(t)tf. 0.21) 

The equations of the aotlon on p are obtained from the canonical 
equtions using the generating function R(p ;t) 

pj.t)" M o t t ) (3.22) 
Г b г 

and latter coincide with eqs.(3.16) If one replaces pŁ by p . 
b f 

Due to the fact that the transformation p-^*p is canonical, 
(the angles a(t) are the R numbers) the generators С >C(p ) ЖШ . 
S , T ,L } and 0,S, T,L obey the same Polsson bracket relations. On 
the other hand, the system of time-independent coordinates p does 
not obey the canonical relations (see the equations in the Propo-
sition(2.D). The cranking term -3-£ should be added to the Hamll-
tonlan function to compensate in the equation of motion for the 

differences between the structure of the Polsson relation of p 
b 

and pf. 

IV. The collective space 

We begin this section with the discussion of the reduced col¬ 

lective space (see ref.13 by Kramer) on which SP(6,R) group acts 

as a transitive group of the canonical transformation. On the 

18 



grounds of Section III we define the reduced collective space as 

the manifold of the orbits 0-i 

0w* {C€sp(6,R): O AdB(X), &€SP(6,R)} (4.1) 

A useful classification of these orbits is given by the Iden¬ 

tification of an orbit CL with the coset space of the SP(6,R) 

group modulo the stability group G-: 

Gx« {S«=SP(6,R), AdcW-X) 

Hence: 

dla Of dia SP(6,R)/GX = dim SP(6.R)-dim Gx 

Using the well known algebra isomorphism sp(6,R)—»sp(6,C)nn{3,3): 

C—>C (C=-C*) we may choose the representative point p so that the 

matrix C(p) with elements given in h units Is diagonal 

). ft>f2>f3 

Leaving aside the classes of the orbits with f «0, which are physi 

cally Interesting only for Ns6, we distinguish the following four 

classes of 0^ (f-Cf^f.,,^)) 

die 

12 
16 

16 

18 

i f 

i f 

i f 

i f 

fiasf2"f3; 

f l > f 2 = f 3 : 

vw 
f i > f

2
> f

3
; 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

( 4 2 ) 

The stability groups GxcSP(6,C)rVU(3,3) corresponding to these 

classes are U(3), U(1)XU(2), U(2)xU(l) and U(l)xU(l)xU(l), respec¬ 

tively. 

19 



Further reduction of the collective space follows due to the 

rotational S0(3)L symmetry. We nay exclude from the collective 

space the three Euler angles introducing the space (we denote) 

OVSCK3) of the elements conjugated by the S0(3) group which acts 

within 0^ in the natural way: Tw(C)=Ad^(C), HeSOO)^ Then, the 

factor space 0VS0(3) L should be decomposed into the subspaces 

0-i enumerated by the value of the angular momentum L. We get 

dii 

8, (6) if f ^ ^ , L>OO(L-O); (A case) 
12,(10) if ft>f2-f3, L>0, (L-0); <B case) 
12,(10) if fa-f2>f3, L>0.(L«0); (Cease) 
14.(12) if fj>f2>f3. L>0, (L-0); (D case) 

{4 3 ) 

The physical meaning of the above classification is contained in 

the following Propositions. 

Proposition (4.1) On the manifolds 0* the eigenvalues ą of 

the Ferml-energy tensor are found in the intervals f *y *f , 9 &v 

Proposition (4.2) For the degenerate orbits (A), (B) and (C) 

the tensors Y and J take the following general forms 

(A) Y - f2l, J -C , (4.4a.b) 
b О 

(В) YK-ŁDVY1 •» . K'tvJ' , 

± i lUfl+f2)2-i2]Uf1-fa)*-jin1'Z (4.5».b) 

(C) : Y and v, are found as in the case (B) after exchanging f 
b Л 1 

and f and assuming l#l* ft~f3-

20 



For the class D there exist six different solutions for the 

eigenvalues у x v it*) which can be found by solving the sixth 

order equation. We skip the detailed discussion of this case. 

To prove these propositions we consider the intrinsic tensor 

J(p)= p-K-p whose elements form a system of generators for the 

SO(N-l) group (J(p) is time independent within the O(N-l) model). 

We find heO(N-l) such that13: 

J(ph)= łvH- (4.6) 

Taking into account eqs.(3.7,4.1) and eq. (4.6) one concludes that 

the Caslair invariants of the »p(6,R) and so(N-l) algebras 

С =(-l)ptrace C(p)2p, Г =(-l)ptrace J(p)2p, p=l,2,3. (4.7a.b) 
2p 2p 

are equal, and one finds: 

C_ = 2£ f * (4.8) 
* i-i ' 

On the other hand denoting Я'*Х-Х? *'*ir-RJ (see eqs. (3.5, 3.6, 

3.16a,b)) we have: 

Jkl(p)- f1»''»'- 1*'-Я' +tX'-J-Xt)kl, K,J=1 N-l. (4.5) 

Using the conditions (2.5a,b) we find: 

C2 - trace {2V + K} , (4.10a) 

CĄ - trace U2Y + K) 2 - 2Y2} . (4.10b) 

C6 • trace {(Y+K)3 + 3YK2 - 3YJYJ + 3Y2K + Y3} , (4.10c) 

where we use the notation: 

2! 



*»•1 
Simpler expressions can be found for the following combina¬ 

tions of the above Casimir operators: 

с.'' К - К" 1 "»Лт~ 'О * ̂  J,VI Х>У 

d e t ( y ) 

(4.10b' ) 

(4.10c* ) 

Indeed, from eqs.(4.7) we find: 

tt -2,2-2 

From the expressions (4.10a,b',с') and (4.lla,b) one gets the 

equations: 

,2.3 (4.12a.b.c) 

where F(v)"TT (y-f )щ. If we choose the order u*V_*V_. the l.h. s. 

of eq.(4.12a) (eq.(4.12c)) becomes negative (positive). Noticing 

that u s у and that F(v) Is nonnegative for f syfcf and ystf we 

obtain Proposition (4.1). Proposltlon(4.2) also follows from eqs. 

(4.12a. b.c). 

It is obvious that the above expressions may also be formula¬ 

ted at the quantum level. Then, the equations С =С' are the ope-
2p 2p 

гаtor relations between the Casimir invariants of the algebras 

sp(6,R) and so(N-l) operating on the quantum N-body space У? 

For the group chain decomposition: 
H(3N-3)»SP(6N-6,R)»SP(6.R)>flO(N-l). 
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where H(3N-3) denotes the Heisenberg group. It is known3 that Г 
contains only two SP(6N-6,R) representations <(l/2) " > and 
<3/2, (l/2)3"'2>. The reduction for both is multiplicity free and 
we get: 

• f )" . (4.13a) 

with 

f f )" - <f f f > ip" l l l lt(ffTo (' -Tł /a)11"1"11, (4.i3b) 
123 123 123 

f ; + 

The eigenvalues of the Casimlr invariants of the so(N-l) alge¬ 
bras are well known39'40 The domain of validity of the classical 
approximation given by eqs.(4.8,4.lla,b) Is examined in Appendix 
B. Let us also note that the additional arguments for using the 
expressions (4.8) follows from the relations (6.15) (see Sec.VI) 
and fro» the text below It. 

To apply the above results to the nuclear system, the selection 
of the states allowed by the Pauli principle should be made. 
We say that the SP(6,R) representation <f ,f ,f > is allowed when 
the set of the antisymmetric wave functions with the O(N-l) orbi¬ 
tal structure (f^f'fj 00. ..0)"" 1 is not empty. Due to the group 
reduction 0(N-l)3S°rb, where S° r b is the symmetric group, the 
latter problem may be solved in a purely group-theoretical way?1 

We say also that the O(N-l) Invariant classical model Is prequan-
tized when the Initial conditions are chosen so that the part of 
the phase space associated with the forbidden values of the Inva¬ 
riants С is truncated. 

2p 
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V. Description of the collective dynamics in the generalised 

vlrial-theorem method (CVTM). 

It is appropriate to notice that eq.(2.19a-d), (3.1) may be 

deduced from the TDHF theory formulated in terms of the Uigner 

distribution function1* which is the Fourrier transform of the 

one-body density matrix. The relations obtained by integrating the 

equation for the Uigner distribution function flr.p.t) over momen¬ 

ta (p) with the weights 1, p , pp. etc constitute an infinite 

set of equations for various local fields: for the density, col¬ 

lective velocity, pressure, etc! The analogy of these equations 

to the equations of the classical hydrodynamics opens the way to 

use the we11-developed mathematical methods. One way to do It is 

realised in ref.19, where the method of "virial theorems" by Chan-

drasekhar and Lebovitz is generalised to the Fermi-liquid drop¬ 

let (FLD). Following this way, one establishes the generalised 

virial theorems (GVT), i.e. the relations between the integral 

characteristics appearing after taking the aoments from the equa¬ 

tion for the Uigner function over the full phase space of a nucle-

on. Then one introduces approximations leading to physical models 

parametrising the collective velocity field u(x, t)*m~ J*dp p/Cx.p, 

t)/p(x,t) (p(x,t)=Tdp3/(x,p. t)) and other local fields. Uhen the 

collective velocity is approximated by a linear function of coor¬ 

dinates, the following moments of the distribution function are 

involved in the equations of motion: <x x >, <XJPY
>> ^JP^' v n e r e 

<q> - Jdp3Jdx3qf (x, p, t )/Nm. These moments constitute a set of co-
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llectlve variables identical to the one discussed in Section III. 

The vlrial-theorem method by Chandrasekhar and GVTM leads in 

this case to the same dependence of the kinetic energy on the col¬ 

lective variables <qeo11} as in Section II. In the theory by Chan¬ 

drasekhar the pressure is assumed to be isotropic and related to 

the local parameters of matter by an equation of state. In the 

GVTM, eq. (3..1) for the Fermi-energy tensor follows exactly (see 

ref. (42)). 

The parallels between the description of the 0Ш-1)-invariant 

system given in the previous sections and the hydrodynamical pic¬ 

ture rest on the properties of the single-particle orbits: as fol¬ 

lows from eq. (3.16 b), the particle collective velocity pcolVm 

is a linear function in its coordinates with the same coefficients 

for all particles. Thus, the velocity field corresponding to the 

O(N-l) invariant system is a linear function in the coordinates. 

Precisely this property of the collective flow underlies the Dirl-

chlet-Riemann theory embodied in GVTM. 

As is known from studies by many authors (see ref.19,42 and 

the references quoted there), the Fermi-energy tensor У plays a 

decisive role in the description of the nuclear giant quadrupole 

resonance: it determines the part of the elasticity coming froe 

the quadrupole deformation of the Fermi-surface. In quantum sys¬ 

tems the deformation of the geometrical surface is accompanied by 

the distortion of the Fermi-surface. The stresses due to the de¬ 

formation of the Fermi-surface turn out to be much more important 

for the description of the energy of the giant resonances tnan 

those which are originated by the potential energy. 
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Within the GVTM the potential and its gradients entering into 

the dynamical equations for the collective variables are related 

to the nucleon-nucleon interaction and to the properties of the 

nuclear matter*3'44 The rules of GVTM are quite flexible and much 

simpler than those obtained by the direct application of the alge¬ 

braic?! methods. Such potentials have already been tested in a 

number of physical problems.19' 2"4 This opens the way for using 

the equations described in the previous sections with the simple 

but realistic potential functions. 

VI. Stationary solutions 

Among the solutions to the differential equations (2.19a-d), 

(3.1) of special importance are the stationary ones describing the 

states of equilibrium of atomic nuclei. The search for the statio¬ 

nary solutions is facilitated by an analogy of these equations and 

the Rlemann equations describing the motion of an ellipsoidal liq¬ 

uid droplet?* For the Fermi liquid (Y*0) of known families of sta¬ 

tionary solutions there remain the ones for which L J, both vec¬ 

tors being directed along one of the principal axes of the inertia 

tensor (S-ellipsoids in the terminology of ref.24). Mure exactly, 

In our generalization the second known class of stationary solu¬ 

tions (P-ellipsoids) does not form collective bands, and for this 

reason we leave It out of discussion. The stationary solutions 

wili be called here the 5P(6,R)-ellipsolds. They can be classified 

by the Indices <f f f > labelling the SP(6,R) Invariants of the 
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collective subspace. 

We start the discussion of the stationary solutions by formu¬ 

lating the three Propositions which directly follow from the re¬ 

sults presented in the previous Sections. 

Proposition (6.1). For SP(6,R)-ellipsoid the matrices И and 
D 

С commute ( see eq. (3.7,3.14) ). 
b 

Proposition (6.2). The SP(6,R)-ellipsoids <^^/3> provide 

stationary solutions to eqs.(2.19a-d, 3.1) when the following con¬ 

ditions are satisfied: 

L « L - J - J - O , 
А В А В 

Y * У • у ж 0 , 
AB ВС CA ' 

(6.la-d) 

(6.2a-d) 

(6.3a-c) 

• Y - У 

wx " (m 

(6.4) 

(X-A.B.C) (6.5a.b.c) 

The frequencies «x (see eq.(2.20)) can be rewritten in the follo¬ 

wing form: 

Y 
Q + A (6.6a) 

(6.6b) 

c -Ч4 (6.6c) 

The diagonal elements of the Feral-energy tensor are found from 
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the equations: 

Уллсвв> - i(hf+ « > * 

i l [ЦЬА*Ьд)г- Jc 1 I ( h *" h » ) 2 - Je 1 ]* ' 2 • (6.7a,b) 

Ycc ж hc ' ( 6 > 7 c ) 

where the vector Й*(Ь h h ) can be chosen in the three nonequiva-
lent ways: 

The equations (6.7.a,b.c), (6.8) follow fro» Section IV (see 
eqs. (4.10a.b\C). (4.8) and (4. lla.b)). 

Proposition (6.3). On the submanifolds 0* the system of 
*i *-

SP(6,R)-ellipsoids defined in Proposition (6.2) determines extre-
mum points of the Hamiltonian function. 

In Appendix С the equilibrium conditions (6.4, 6.5a,b,c} are 
presented in a form more convenient for calculations. One describ¬ 
es the nuclear collective band <f f f > (G~L,M.H) calculating the 

1 2 3 С 

principal axes A ,A ,A from eq (C.4a,b.c) at a fixed value of the 
parameter J lying in the interval -(h -h )sj so (L %0). The angu¬ 
lar momentum L« |L I is calculated from eq.(C. 1). 

The Proposition (6.1) leads to the following equations for the 
elements of the tensor C(o ) (see eqs.3.7,3.11): 

D 

*AC*XC*"XCB"*BC"°' for Xl*Lr' i69) 

^д^вв^сс-0' t 6 1 0 ) 

Т д д* m2[(«J-Q^)Aj+Q*Aj]. ^п*^^-^^*^^' (б.Па.Ь) 
Tcc«m2«*A*. (6. П О 
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V0' (б.12а.Ь) 

The three eleaents of the diagonal tensor <) are found using 
О 

the Casimir relations (4.8): 

* 

»2-«2±40Z 
— — 5 — £ (h /*»• -h /«'), X*A,B 

x-c 

where Й=Й for G=L,M,H respectively and the quantities ±i«'. ±Jw' 
G * В 

and ±iu are eigenvalues of the matrix К : 

I = («?+«Ь^2 + 02 * ({wa-«2)2*8-O2(«2+«bj1/2. (6.14) 
* В С А В C A B 

The formulas (6.12c) and (6.13) establish the relation between the 

SP(6,R)-ellipsoids and quantum states of the semiclassical 

СНОМ46"52: 

)|?.ii';«,Q,t> = lu'h'\t,P;u,a.t> (6.15) 
x x * 

In this formula Й' denotes the weight vectors, f is the lowest 

weight vector of the IUR of the sp(6,R) algebra, while the other 

quantum numbers distinguishing the state are omitted. Comparing 

the expressions for the average values of the diagonal elements 

of the operators 0 and L presented in ref.48 (see also ref.47) 

with formulas (6.13) and (6.12c) we see that the SP(6,ID-ellipso¬ 

ids h'*h (G=L,MlI-I) are represented by the coherent states conju¬ 

gated to the lowest weight vector state |f\f\-w,Q, t> by the Weyl 
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group. Classically, the other "weight vectors" Й' correspond to 
the nondlagonal Fermi-energy tensor V. For such configurations the 
assumptions of stationarity of the matrix H are not fulfilled. 

ь 
The main difference between the standard form of СНОМ and Its -

modification presented here lies in the general formulation of the 
selfconsistency conditions relating the distribution of matter and 
of the mean field. The particular form of this conditions depends 
on the potential IT and we arrive it from the equilibrium eqs. 
(6.5a-c). 

Let us consider, as an example, the very simple form of the 
isotropic volume-dependent potential: 

U U .А .А„)° » 3/p(A A A /X3)p/3h?rnX2 (6.16) 
A B C A B C 

In eq.(6.16) the parameter p fixes the monopole compressibility of 
a nucleus. The quantity X is introduced to make the expression in 
the brackets dimensionless and may be related to the nuclear volu¬ 
me in the ground state. Equations (6.6a-c) take the form: 

w2X2-«2X2 = 0. u 2A 2+«V-2« 2A 2=0, (6.17a,b) 
А А В В « A B B C C 

2T = pU°. Сб. 17с) 

Elementary calculations lead to the following form of the kinetic 
energy 

£ o
) a . (6.18) 

The function F depends only on the invariants of the motion t and 

L . The parameter F is defined as 
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Equation (6.19) Is obtained using eqs.(6.17a,b,с. 6.7а,Ь,с) and 

noticing that J —*0 when L —*0 (see eq. (C.I) in Appendix C). 

The parameter a determine the noncollectlve part of kinetic energy 

Tlntr and It is defined by the relation 

r 
Ro»1.2-N1/3fB, (6.20) 

where R has the meaning of the nuclear geometrical radius R2 

at L=0. Then, for the length parameter \ we get: 

о о 
It is interesting to consider the following function: 

Fo(Z.N) - min Fo(?), (6.21) 

where the minimisation is done by taking into account of the Pauli 

principle for fixed proton and neutron particle numbers Z, И. The 

weight vector 1 corresponding to F determines the ground SP(6,R) 

multiplet of collective states. The estimate of the smooth part of 

F may be found using equations given in Ref,3 (Vol. l.Ch.2. §4,eq. 

(2.157)). One has: F^'lZ.H)* i(3H/2)*/3h. Then I establish the 

Fermi-energy and one finds for the smooth part of this quantity 

I"* 17.7-N-MeV, (6.22) 

Notice that the Fermi-energy tensor is important for the de¬ 

scription of the nuclear shape. In particular, the shape in the 

ground state is determined by this tensor. This could be seen even 
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without calculation considering eq.(6.5a-c) and (6.6a-c). Assuming 

that the potential energy U°(A ,Л ,Л ) is a symmetric function of 
A B C 

its arguments one concludes that eq.(6. 5a-c) could be fulfilled at 

A =A =A only if Y =Y =Y . For the volume dependent potential 

Л -f . Thus only those nuclei are spherical in their ground sta¬ 

tes which have the ground-state vector f with the three equal f 

indices. The Pauli principle admits equal values of f for the lo¬ 

west configurations only in the doubly magic nuclei. In other 

words, the O(N-l) invariant model explains the spherical symmetry 

of the ground states of nuclei with closed harmonic oscillator 

shells and the loss of the spherical symmetry in nuclei with open 

shells. 

The influence of the Fermi-energy tensor for description of 

the nuclear shape is partleulary important in the case of a volume 

dependent potantial. Such potential considered within DLD model 

leads to a quadrupole instability of the nuclear shape for L>0. 

Notice, however, that in nuclei the attractive surface and repul¬ 

sive Coulomb forces play an important role in establishing the 

shape. 

The equilibrium conditions (6.6a,b) have been determined ear¬ 

lier for two particular submodels discussed in detail by Troudet 

and Arvieu. ' The first appears, assuming that the product of 

oscillator frequencies w w u is a constant within all the band. 
A B C 

We leave out the proof that substituting p*Z we reproduce this mo-

del. Considering the limit p—*» (or p—»-e>) we arrive at the second 

model for which the geometrical radius R is fixed for all values 

of L. The equilibrium relations to this model have been found in 
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ref. 50. A simplified version of the selfconsistent СНОМ bands bas¬ 

ing on the approximation suggested by Bohr and Mottelson (Ref.3, 

Vol.2.Ch.4. 3) has been investigated in ref.51 (see also Лррлп-

dic C). 

From the equations in Appendix С (see eqs.(C. 10, C13,a,b)) it 

is easy to notice that the functional dependence of L, z«(A -A )/ 
А В 

(A2+A2) and A A /A2 on the vortex spin J is given by universal 
А В ' A B C 

functions. It means that the results of this Section leq.(6.17c, 

6.18)) reduce the investigation of the SP(6,R)-ellipsoids to the 

worked out problem* ' *9 for all the potentials from the class 

(6.16), i.e. for all values of p. 

VII. Concluding remarks. 

The collective dynamics is approached in this paper by inves¬ 

tigating the complete system of equations of motion under the as¬ 

sumption of the O(N-l) symmetry of the Hamlltonian function. This 

way allows us to bridge the SP(6,R) dynamical model and the time 

dependent CMHO. The relations of different approaches are pursued 

further in Sections V, VI where it is shown that the collective 

dynamics provides the selfconsistency conditions which determine 

the harmonic oscillator mean field. 

It is shown that the collective subsystem of equations of the 

motion is closed in the larger space than that of the Unified Nuc-

lear model and of the DLD model. In Section IV we discuss the 

structure of the extended collective space. It is shown also that 

its geometrical structure is different in different nuclei and 
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in different intrinsic O(N-l) configurations of the same nucleus. 
We hope that the material of the paper will be useful for a 

number of future investigations, e.g. for the description of nuc¬ 
lear rotational bands, for the studies of snail amplitude vibrati¬ 
ons, large amplitude collective motion and possibly some others. 
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The algebra of variables Y , Y . Y _ and J becomes transpa-
AA BB AB AB 

rent after mapping onto the four-dimensional algebra u(2) W , 

<г ,(г ,<г } with the structural constants given by the equations 

f,J = 2cjjj( for i.j.k =1,2,3, 

The realization of the quantities J^, Y ^ (X,Ye<A,B}) reads 

i <»;-j •'j « Ф • (Aia) 
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j . о- . (A. Id) 

In fact, using the relation 

{F.G> • (e'F)(aJG) f * <rfc , 

we recover the Poisson brackets 

{J . Y> « 0. <J.„.AY} * -4Y . {J „,Y> - AY, (A.2a-c) 
AB AD AD Д8 

8Y . <Y.Y > = 2J AY. <v
iB.AY> = 2J._ Y. (A.2d-f) 

AB AB АБ AB AB 

Identical with those in eqs.(3.3,3.4). 
The relations (A.la-d) may be used to quantise of the Hamilto-

nlan of the two-dimentional version of the O(N-l)-lnvariant Model. 
It is achieved by Mapping {q} onto the set of the self-adJoint op¬ 
erators of the algebra u(2). The remark should be added concerning 
the generalization of the theory to the three-dimensional case. 
In22 the formulas are developed for the matrix elements of the op¬ 
erators 3 defined as operators in the many body subspaces 9{f f 
f 3 ) " (see eq.(4.13b)). It Is found that the dimension of the mat¬ 
rix representation of the J obtained in this way coincides with 
that of the irreducible representation of the u(3) algebra. Howe¬ 
ver, no explicit relations are known for J, Y operators in terms 
of the generators of the 8(3) algebra. 

Appendix В 

Some comments are necessary to establish the domain in which 
the expressions (4.8) for the eigenvalues of the Casimir invari-
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ants C and semiclassical relations (6.7a-c) are valid. We are 2P 
going to show that the approximation (4.8) works much better than 
one can think judging frcm the exact formulas for these invariants 
ana that eqs. i6."a-c) car. be applied even if the number of nucle-
ons is not very iarge. To discuss this problem, we apply the quan¬ 
tum expression for the Hamiltonian9 

The unitary transformation 

Г= f'1 Ff , (B.2) 

f = (А Л.Л )'{""4)/Z[(AZ - A^)U^ - л^)(А2 - Х2)]'1/г . (В.З) 
A B C А о В С А С 

affects only the term HTlb which transforms into 

U*B"n , (В.4) 

-I* U""'" - JL (W'5] 2" l Y - i , (B.5) 
1 cM 4 

The term U4""* proportional to N2 Is much more important than 
°. Neglecting 0^*" and adding U^"" to the Intrinsic kinetic 
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energy one obtains (B.7) with Y* being given by (B.8) 

с? 1*').. i_ у Уд;/л;[ . (в.7) 
Y » * Y»p * iKN-5)2-l]h2S„ • (B-8) 

AD AD 4 AB 

The Y' tensor has a slightly different oeaning as compared with 

the definition given in the principal part of this paper. For IUR 
( f i f 2 f 3 0 - 0 ) O f t h e a lS e b r a «ofN-D we have C ^ J ^ f * (f'+(N-5)h) 

•4(f'-f*)h. Hence, using eq.(4.10a) and noticing from the formula 

4.13b) that f * f -(N-l)h/2 we arrive 

For the same reason the eigenvalues of the quantities С and 

С should be renormalized too. In quantum Mechanics the change of 

the order of J-operators in eqs.(4.7b) changes the invariant ope¬ 

rators and their eigenvalues. One may use this ambiguity and cho¬ 

ose undefined terms in so that the relations (4.8) become valid 

also for С, С*. 
4 6 

Appendix С 

It is useful to rewrite the system of equations (6.4). (6.5a-c) in 

a somewhat different way. Equation (6.4) aay be written in the 

form 

К ж -J^ TTZ П " -=== (1 " zY/AY)] (Cl) 
(1-Z ) 1-2 
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where 

A2 Л2 V4 
while eqs.(6.4а-с) read 

5 AA 
I Anz" = (Ад ^ - Ав 2^ХГ. (С.4а) 

n«0 

In eqs. (C. 4a) the coefficients A are found to be: 
n 

| J=-Y , 

C-4b} 

Т*л+Твв+Тсс = I l \ kf- (C-4c) 

AY+2Ba . As = Ax-2B2 , ^ = Y/AY , B2 * [1+(Y/AY)2]X J2 

The quantities T in eqs.(C.4b), (C.4c) are the components of the 

kinetic energy tensor corresponding to the stationary solution 

Т*л+ Твв - (-АЛГЦи-^Г^фУ-гАУН ij2] • 

J2(l-z2)"5/223(l-zY/AY)(z-Y/AY)| , (C.5) 
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Тсс = Усс/12вЛс)# ( С 6 

The left-hand side of eq.(С.4с) is Just the total kinetic energy 

of a nucleus. 

Let us examine the above system choosing the potential U in 

the form given in eq.(6.16) and assuming that Izlcl. Then, eq.(C. 

4a) is separated from the rest. Keeping the first two terms in 

the polynomial of z on l.h. s. of eq. 1С. 4a) and using eqs. (6.7a,b, 

6.S) we find 

z ~ 2s/l-[J-/(h -h )]2. S=(h -h )/(h +h ). Й=Й . G=L,M,H 
C A S A B A B G 

Hence, the parameter S must be small too. For this assumptions the 

angular momentum within the nuclear band is limited: OsL £(h - h ) . 

Indeed, from eq. (C.I) we get L »-J , so that we may assume J to 

De negative- -(h -h )*J so. Considering the other equations and the 
A 6 С 

formula Г6.18), while preserving the lowest terms in the power of 

L , we obtain 

F * [h^h^+L*/^] 1' 3 (C.8) 

Substituting this factor to the energy formula (6.18) and choosing 

the parameter p=2 we arrived at the approximation have been dis¬ 

cussed in ref.51. Moreover, the SP(6,R)-ellipsoids generalize on 

the open shell model the extreme rotational bands h derived in 
с 

that paper. Indeed, the weight vectors Й in ref.51 have been ob-
c 

tained by performing the minimization of the energy with respect 

to configurations forming a multiplet [f f f ]•» of the u(3)-» sub-
1 2 3 (J <*> 

algebra of sp(6,R). The и(3)-» subspaces in ref. 51 form the basis 
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of the eigenstates of the Ruthian operator R(u.t2 =0), and within 

considered limit the diagonalisation of t] 

0) have been performed in this subspaces. 

considered limit the diagonalisation of the operator R(5,n ) Ш.» 
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